Kebun
kumara
Sustainable Urban Lifestyle

Nurturing our natural surroundings are
elements often left out of the collective urban
consciousness. We don’t grow our own food
and we are oblivious to where our waste goes.
As we grow distant from nature, the lavish ways of
urban life continue to fuel ignorance, breeding a
consumptive lifestyle with little or no regard of
its overarching impacts to our planet.
Worse of all, we fail to understand the magnitude
of impacts we are inflicting on ourselves.

“In nature there are neither rewards
or punishments – there are consequences.”
(Robert Green Ingersoll)

The demands and desires of urban life are significant factors behind our planet’s
degradation. It is expected that 2/3 of the world’s population will live in cities by 2050.
Indonesia is expected to have 56% of our population live in cities by 2035.
If we don’t alter the urban way of living, we risk irreversibly corrupting this planet
and diminishing our own quality of life.

Reconnecting with Nature is about
gaining awareness of our role as
part of Mother Earth.
It is about understanding the reality
we face and choosing to take concrete
actions that can create a difference.
Sometimes, reconnecting can start by
nurturing a seed, from sow to harvest.

“You can solve all the world’s
problems in a garden.”
(Geoff Lawton)

“We cannot just consume our way
to a more sustainable world.”
Jennifer Nini

“To forget how to dig the earth and
to tend the soil is to forget ourselves.”
(Mahatma Gandhi)

About
us
Kebun Kumara is a learning
farm dedicated to helping
urban dwellers achieve a
sustainable lifestyle.
As a social enterprise, we aim
to create lasting impact for
a better planet.

urban
farmers

We were a group of city kids thirsty for knowledge
more holistic to help us lead better, meaningful lives.
In 2016, we became familiar with permaculture and
started learning to grow our own food.

We failed many seeds,
killed countless seedlings
and injured too many
worms.
But this process taught
us what years of our
education could not
achieve – that matching
our nature with Nature
brings knowledge and
peace like no other.
Now, we call ourselves
(beginner) urban farmers.
Kebun Kumara is our
journey.

Indonesia’s indigenous and traditional cultures have long exercised
a balanced living with nature. Modern societies have now realized
the importance of mimicking this holistic, regenerative attitude.
Such can be seen across Indonesia, namely Yogyakarta, Bali, and
Salatiga. There, permaculture can be experienced in educational
farms, environmentally-conscious living spaces and fresh eateries.
So, we reckon it is about time we grow our own green oases in
Indonesia’s most bustling concrete jungle.

Pulau
situ gintung
Kebun Kumara grew our first edible
urban-garden in 2016 at Taman Wisata
Pulau Situ Gintung – a recreational area
in Ciputat, Tangerang Selatan.
We transformed dump sites and neglected
areas into food producing gardens and a
composting chicken coop. Slowly but surely,
Mother Nature performed her magic.
Worms made their home, seeds grew and
butterflies visited. An ecosystem flourished
and created what is now Kebun Kumara.

Our
journey
Our learning farm shows how
living more empathetically
with nature can be achieved
within the urban zone.
Being city kids ourselves,
we are living proof that
anyone can garden, compost
and grow their own food
forest.

“Nature does not hurry,
yet everything is
accomplished.”
(Lao Tazu)

the
process
Our garden didn’t grow
overnight. It took months of
trial and error, and weeks of
designing and building.
We double-dug our grow beds,
upcycled glass bottles and
planted whatever edible greens
we could get our hands on.
Along the way, nature taught
us what it reveals best, that
nothing beats the value of
patience and process.

“I like it when a flower or a little tuft of grass grows through a crack in the concrete. It’s so heroic.”
(George Carlin)

grow
anywhere
As our passion in healthy living
and local food intensifies, our
business have extended to include
edible landscaping services for
homes and schools.
Beginning late 2018, we assisted
others in turning their yards,
balconies and walls into foodproducing spaces.

Our core
business
Education
Various workshops for adults and children
on urban gardening, composting, upcycling
plastic & permaculture

Gardening products
We sell seeds, seedlings, our farm-made
compost & planting soil mix

Edible landscaping
Consultation, garden design, installation
(build & plant) & maintenance services

our
campaigns
#NoPollutionResolution was launched in 2017
as a collective effort to segregate waste for
recycling. In doing so, we hope to strengthen
awareness of one’s own personal waste and
consumption behaviors.
We kicked off this end-year tradition of
#BarterSampahDenganBibit with Daur.id as our
recycling partner. In 2018, we collaborated with
The Street Store Indonesia to collect not only
recyclable used products but also used clothing
to be distributed to those in need.
Together, we learned to give our waste the value
it deserves while reflecting on actions to avoid
wasteful buying habits.

Past clients &
Collaborations
Communities
 TEDxJakarta
 Quran.id Project
 Yayasan Lanjut Sekolah
 Komunitas Daur Bunga
 Komunitas Jendela

Schools
 TK & SD Cikal
 TK Highscope
 SD Tunas Global
 SD Antonius BSD
 SD Cita Persada

We collaborate with schools, businesses, movements,
communities, non-profit organizations, and private
companies to share our spirit.

Schools
 AIESEC
 The Little Hijabi Homeschooling
 SD Indonesia Persada Gemilang
 SMP Cita Buana
 Future Green Thumb Leaders

Businesses
 Shell Retail Indonesia
 Agradaya
 SANA
 Daur.id
 Lingkaran.co

With the
president
During the commemoration of Hari Sumpah
Pemuda (Oct, 2017), Kebun Kumara was invited
to share our aspiration at the Presidential
Palace. We expressed our concern to President
Jokowi regarding the dangerous disconnection
of our young generation with nature and
the general lack of awareness, sympathy and
interest in the future of our nation’s agriculture.

The President shares our belief that
reconnecting with nature is essential
for the wellbeing of our nation.

What’s
next

Creating lasting impact
We aim to sustain our impact by sustaining our business. Since 2016,
we have evaluated the following metrics. As we progress, we continue to
develop the impact we wish to measure in order to create lasting betterment.

Nature Conservation

350 m²


unregulated landfill transformed
into productive land*

695 m²
 neglected site transformed into
composting coop, edible garden &
seedling nursery*
* Pulau Situ Gintung as our center of operation

Awareness-, Knowledge-& Skill-Building

Pollution Prevention

> 1,000 adults
> 600 schoolchildren

~ 7,000 kg compost produced:



2,000 kg of organic waste not sent to landfills
5,000 kg of leaves & twigs prevented from being burnt

“You cannot get through a single
day without having an impact on
the world around you.
What you do makes a difference,
and you have to decide what kind
of difference you want to make.”
Jane Goodall

contact
us
Address
Pulau Situ Gintung III
Jl. Kertamukti Pisangan Raya
No. 121, Ciputat Timur,
Tangerang Selatan, 15419
Email
kebunkumara@gmail.com
Phone
0812.8772.6117 | Sandra

